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Station: FCI FRA_ E, Paris Base	 Report 1	 S-507

Reference:	
Report Date:	 26 Dec 1944

SOuroe:	 SCI Interrogation	 Information Date:

Sub-Sourest	 OSTRIT	
Date Into. Received: 24 Dec. 1944

Evaluation:	 3-2
.	 .

SUBJECT: Questionnaire on RSHA Section, Amt. VI/S	 lit (

T#e following cuestions on activities of BMA Amt. VI/S
were prepared by VBZ and answerul. by OSTRICB thru SCI interrogation:

t7',Oomm
1. Why did OSTRICH have to report to Dr. BUEGEL of the

SD Stuttgart:

A.	 Subject does not know why be had to report to Dr*
BUEGEL of SD Stuttgart. (We assume, although your rmestion is not

0=15,'- precise on this 1)9;44 that you are-interested in Dr. BUEGEL's
rer for sendinA/him). HUEGEL was the man in Abt. VI SD' Lett-
ab itt Stuttgart who was interested in 'Switzerland,

OW,23Z12

(1* 2. Can he describe the building, organization or personnel
of the SD Stella at Rheinsburgstrasse 2,. Stutart?

WESMJE	 A. . The exact address of the'SD Stelle at Stuttgart was
BMEE= 26

32 Rheinburgstrasse, a large building of 'at least' five stories in
a business section. Subject thinks it has probably been destroyed

.ginOW.- in subsequent bombardments* Chief of the Leitebschnitt Was . - -
,..Erf:C Obersturmbannfuehrer STEIMLE, who in 1543 became Chief Abt, Wf.,sgt,

Berlin. Bis successor was SturmbannfUehrer BOEHM* All SD activities
06-72323,	 in Wurtemburg, Baden and Alsace were directed from Ftuttgart*00

Mulhouse?

A.	 Title was SD Hauptaussenstelle, Mulhouse. In April.
lt42 the Chief was Hauptsturmfuehrer Ernest MAYER, from Lorrach, who
later went to Strasbourg as BdS and remained there. He was

Q. 3.. Can he explain why Dr. HUEGEL ceased to be interested
in his Swiss reports early in May 1943?

-A.	 Subject thinks there were two reasons; for one, he asked
for too much money, and Dr.-HUEGEL got tired- of being continually

- asked for more, Also, at that time he thinks that Germany decided
to adopt another policy toward Switzerland. Certainly AST . agents
received orders to cease working against Switzerland about that time;

Q. 4. Can he give:, any details about the SD Aussenstelle,
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succeeded by Haupt4sturmfuehrer OTT, a native of.Stuttgart who
formerly had been SD Chief at Mulsheim. OTT was in turn succeeded
by Stnrmbannfuehrer BLECHER, of Stuttgart. Mbst . recent Chief
was Hauptsturmfuehrer PODRATZ, who had been in Warsaw. The Mul-
house office was largely concerned with reporting local public
opinion, etc, and had almost no espionage or CE activity,

Q. 5. :Has he anything to say about DAUFEID or SCRWARZENBACHER?

A.	 These names mean nothing to him.

Q. 6. What plans for evacuatiorrhave .been Made.at.the
school?

A.	 We assume that you refer to A-Schule-West. In	 .
September-194-4,while informant tess at.Badavirailer, a certain ,Ober-.
scharfuehrer Funny came. there 'from the.. A !-Sohule West to teach.- Be
reported that the school bad been evacuated to the . Steiermark, but
did not name e specific location. The Belgrade Bohai had also been
evacuated to the same region.

.	 .
•	 Q. 7, Did 1311W:oat hear talk of evacuation to ., or any form
of SD work at DEVENTER, ENSCHEDE or ODENZAAL?

A.	 There was.a W/T school at.DEVENTER IAm the Ktrhof, 11
--km from the town. The_Chitf . was Unteriliturmfuehrer GERDES, and he
was succeeded by an Untturmfuehrer MENZEL -(alias.FREESE).
Enschede and Odenzaal reand him of niot •i lt: -

Q. 8. Had the Feuerwerker Schule, State. Experimental
Laboratory or the Engineers' School. in Berlin *any regular . ccin-
nection with the SD,. or are we to understand that' only very.
special'SD candidates were sent there for training?.

There . wes a school for instructors in-tabotageet the
Feuerwerker Schule t -to which only members of the SS were admitted. •
It bad been organized by WV/F. In this sense . the connection . be-
tween the Sehule arid theSD may be said to have , been "regular".'
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Q.. 9. Does he know whether the Hotel RM, at which he
stayed, is still standing? If not, where do Ant VI agents in
Berlin stay?

A.	 Undoubtedly the ROXY has been destroyed. WS now
lodget its agents at Ftiedenthal or at an Anlaufwohnung in the
Hammerstrasso, in a Berlin suburb whose exaot name he doesn't
remember.

Q.. 100 Is he of the opinion that SEDIMENT and BESEEOW-were
anxious to have as little, to do as possible with KNOCREN and his
staff?

A.	 He says that SEORZEIN and BESEMOW always came to
KNOCHEN fez help when they needed it, but that didn't prevent them
from making reports from-time to time which were not favorable to
MUM, •

Q. ' 11. Doe's he know of any earlier SKORZENY missions than
tOe liberation of MUSSOLINI?

A.	 He knows of no earlier missions.

Q. •12. Was Dr. EVOCHEN in agreement that the kidnhpping Of.
?EWE was advisable, and that SKORZENT was the right person to .
undertake the operation?

A.	 He doesn't•know whether Dr. KNOCHEN was in agreement
or not. Details of the plan had already been arranged by Berlin,
and when SKORZEM asked for help there was nothing 	 CHEN could do
but assent.	 •

•
• Q. 13. Had the "a:ELME" mission any connection, with

SKORZENT's-SS Tagdverbaende? Has he any knowledge of the role of
the latterparticularly in Western Europe?

A. .	 The EANNE" mission had no Connection with the .SS
Tagdverbaende. This latter is the new name for the Brandenburg
Division., a name which has enisted only since October. •The . Tegd-
verbaende is controlled by VI/S, and as far as nes knots, their
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future missions will be of the same nature as their past activity,
He knows no details. He his furnished a separate , report on them
and on Oberfaehnrich SCHWINN.

Q. 14. What part will be played by the ESSuPf t s of RSRA
within Germany in coordinating or controlling German resistance
activities/

A.	 EIMJECT is sure that German' underground. activity.
will be controlled personally by RIMER at the top, and that no
ESSuPf will be able to do anything not 'ordered. by him.

-
Q. 15. . Is SKORZENT destined to control • undergroUndresist-

ance and sabotage within the Reich? If he arrangeMents.
has he 'made for. the decentraliiation : of his authority? Will such'
decentralization:be.baNed on the Wehrkmise?	 (

A. 	 .SKORZENY may play a chief rele, again under RIMMLER.
Subject knows that VI/S . is already establishing depots irvGermany.
The organization -will probably be . baged on the Irehrkreise, with
$8 leaders.

.	 .
16. What connection is there between . SEDRIENT's organiz

ation and general Nazi plans to go underground? In particular,
does SKORZENY take.aecount . of the . 7FUenfergruppe, or any other type
of local underground resistance unit?	 •	 •

A.	 The.wdird "FUenfergruppe" means nothing . to informant.-
As for preparing the re.sistance,'he thinks it certain that VI/s.
is training saboteurs and will as a result have much to do with
German resistance.

.	 Q. 17.. What part did VI/S play in penetrating the Maquie
in French Savoy/	 •

A. •	 -Subject knows something about everything.7I/S did
in France, and he feels sure they had nothing -to: do with penetrating
the Mavis in French Savoy.
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Q. 18. What is the preoise nature of SKORZENY's control over
Abwehr Grupe II unitsin the West?

A.	 Be knows no details whatever.

4. 19. Do the Tagdverbaende in any replace or render
obsolescent SS . 502 Jaeger Battalion?

A.. The Tagdverbaende . in no way replaced or . rendered
obsolescent the SS 602 Taeger Battalion. - The Battalion is still
at Friedenthal. It it a Waffeft-OS organization 'attached to ISHA
for special duty.

••• •

Q. -20. Does subject know of any . SKORZENY camp or establish-
ment in the COLOGNE mret? 	 . 4. •

A.	 .	 .No.'

Q. 21, Is BADENWEILER confined to . SEORZENT's personnel?

A.	 When he was at BADENWEILER t SonderkommandoTIMIffles
the only Organization there. Be has heard that later 60. or 70 pm=
former Miliciens had been sent there for training. MOREAU told.

	him thia recently.'	 •

Q. 22. What does he know of SKORZENY's area commissioners?

A.	 Subject knows nothing about them*

QC 23. Has . SKORZENT's organization absorbed any parts or
Referat'VI 7 originally devoted to sabotage. What is present,
relations ofyI/S and VI/B?

•
' . 7I/F nowadays is concerned only with procurement and

distribution of materiel. All . aotual sabotage activities are in tho
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24. What HQ in Germany does SKORZENY use in addition to
Friedenthal and Berlin?

A,	 RC other,

Q • 26, Is it intended to move those parts of the RSA still
in Berlin to other areas, e.g. Vienna, in case of an Anglo-American
advance?

	

, A.	 Yes, RSHA has already been evacuated to various areas
just outside Berlin because of bonbardments. BUBJECT hasno.idea.
where they can go next.

A. 26, Further descriptionand identification of:MOSER; -
connection, if any, with German IS.

	

A.	 Subject is reluctant to. give any further description
and identification of MOSER, apparently for fear we will molest
him, He considers MOSER-a true friend, with no . G.I.S. connections
whatever, and was quite emphatic on these points. We did' not-
press him tooclosely on this point in view-of.his attitude. .
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